Connecting Jackpoint VPN …

Gun H(e)aven 2 … Matrix Access ID Spoofed.

… Encryption Keys Generated.
… Connected to Onion Routers.
> Login
****************************
> Enter Passcode
****************************
… Biometric Scan Confirmed.
Connected to <ERROR: NODE UNKNOWN>
“When something works, keep doing it until it doesn’t.”

Personal Alerts
* Riptide has sent three meeting
requests, shall I place him on the
ignore list?
* You have 7 new private messages.
* You have 11 new responses to your
JackPoint posts.
* Facial recognition protocols
indicate the same individual
has been following you for the
past seventeen minutes. Shall I
initiate a Knight Errant response
request? Y/N
First Degree
No Members are online and
in your area.
Your Current Rep Score: 942
(81% Positive)

* Glitch evidently got tired of Nightfire’s
claims that Ares’ products are the best
and proceeded to find a number of firearms offered by other companies. These
weapons vary from bleeding edge to just plain
dangerous to use, but when you’re in a pinch you’ll
use whatever is available.

Incoming
* It may be tough to find shadows in deserts or the Arctic, but the money is still out there. [Tag: Hazard Pay]
* Some plants you eat, some plants eat you. [Tag: Parabotany]
* When you’re a runner in Seattle, sometimes you’re on the street, sometimes you’re below them. [Tag: Ork Underground]
* There are groups that only the Awakened seem to keep track of, now you can too. [Tag: Magical Societies]

Top News Items

* Knight Errant arrests seven ork youths after an unexplained rash of vandalism. Responsible citizens are credited with
providing the information that led to the arrests. Link
* KSAF reports that a child’s body has been found in front of the Brackhaven mansion. Knight Errant claims the report
is false, despite photographic evidence and numerous witness statements. Link
* Ares Operative Anne Ravenheart is implicated in illegal magic foci trading. Superiors disclaim any knowledge and
state their willingness to work with Congressional probes into the matter. Link
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Current Time: 23 Nov 2072, 0635 hrs

Today’s Heads Up
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Latest News
I think whoever put the global ignore
on everyone’s settings is looking for
a perma-ban and a personal Matrix
visit from me. — FastJack

Welcome back to JackPoint, chummer; your
last connection was severed:
2 days, 9 hours ago.
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JackPoint Stats___
7 users currently active
in the network

The World’s Firearm Catalog—Without Ares
There are those that think any weapon worth owning is produced by the UCAS megacorporation Ares. Perhaps
as a statement of just how willing we are to kill each other, however, there are numerous other manufacturers that
provide equally lethal options. Nearly every AA or AAA corporation owns at least a small-arms manufacturer, as the
Sixth World has a growing need for more weaoons, and the corps want the ability to gain windfall profits from desperate purchasers when the opportunities arise.
Shiawase, Renraku, and Saedder-Krupp produce quarterly catalogs similar to the more widely known Ares product, but their efforts have yet to be widely commented on by the shadow community. Cavalier Arms is developing into
a brand known for its reliable, if uninspired, designs, but its products are still largely only sold in North America. The
availability of these weapons varies considerably based on the location of the manufacturer and the vigor with which
it monitors its support channel. These are the weapons you should expect to see on the streets and battle zones near
you over the next year or so.

Gun Haven 2
Posts/Files tagged with
“Gun Haven”:
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* Izom Aphrodite
* Izom SS-374
* Izom CSM-419
* Izom PHP-131
* Izom RP-71
* Izom HP-49B
* Terracotta Arms Caravan
[More]
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This consolidated catalog is intended for internal and Concierge-class customers only. Public dissemination of this information is handled
through subsidiary publications. Unauthorized release of this document will result in disciplinary actions against the responsible parties and
related subordinates.

> Why is it not surprising Renraku would own a full spectrum of death-dealing companies?
> /dev/grrl
> I removed the Renraku-produced weapons that were already covered in earlier downloads. We might as well save the bandwidth for your worthwhile comments.
> Glitch
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IZOM APHRODITE

The Aphrodite is one of our newest designs, featuring caseless
ammunition and an electronic firing system. The weapon system is
designed to be integrated into a police officer’s tactical suite, allowing
the purchaser to add or remove accessories as needed. The Aphrodite
features a fully supported infrastructure, with Izom’s Reissuance
Warrantee for those weapons that fail to pass our rigorous annual
post-sale inspection program.
The short-barreled grenade launcher was an addition requested
by mercenaries who received the weapon during Desert Wars Mojave
2071. It functions as a breaching tool more than a tactical weapon
since the reduced barrel length ensures easy portability and reduced
weight, but range suffers commensurately. Several purchasers have also
found the under-barrel accessory useful in the delivery of non-lethal
munitions in urban environments.
Standard Upgrades/Accessories: Barrel Reduction (Grenade
Launcher only), Electronic Firing, Folding Stock

IZOM APHRODITE (SMG/GRENADE LAUNCHER)
DAMAGE
AP
MODE
5P
—
BF/FA
GRENADE LAUNCHER
GRENADE
—
SS

4

Izom Aphrodite

RC
1 (2)

AMMO
40(C)

AVAIL
8F

COST
1,600¥

—

1(M)

—

—

> Izom fails to mention the best place to get these babies is to pick one up after
>

it has failed the inspection program. They drop them onto the grey markets as
a liquidation item. Just another way the corps makes money off the little guy.
Cosmo

> I would recommend a thorough check before using such items; the quality
>

control for the refurbishing shop is less strict than the manufacturing system.
Black Mamba

> Some people here might be surprised at the grenade launcher’s shorter range.
>

The weapon was designed for close-quarter combat drills by police agencies, not
the long-range battle militaries prefer.
Picador

> Perfect for jungles, both natural and concrete.
> Marcos
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The SS-374 is redesign of the classic pump-action shotgun. Our
ergonomic enhancement team has attempted to add features that all
metahumans will find comfortable while retaining the feel that aficionados have come to expect. The SS-374 features a side-loading tube
magazine mounted above the pump action, eliminating the danger of
rough use damaging the weapon’s functionality. The weapon’s advanced
safety features and cartridge ignition system ensure the weapon will
not discharge when dropped, and its rugged construction will endear
itself to operators who take it into less-than-pristine environments.
Standard Upgrades/Accessories: Electronic Firing

IZOM SS-374 (SHOTGUN)
DAMAGE
7P

AP
–1

MODE
SA

RC
1

IZOM SS-374

> This thing is more of a joke than a weapon. A Defiance T-250 is everything this
>

shotgun is and it doesn’t have fancy gizmos to mess up the firing sequence.
Simplicity is the best answer.
Riser

> The Izom brand is manufactured and heavily marketed in Europe. It’s always
>

good to know what the locals are likely to have, either so you can plan against
it or to blend in.
Fianchetto

> Can anyone tell me why they made a shotgun without some kind of stock?
Recoil’s a bitch.

AMMO
4 (M)

AVAIL
3R

COST
850¥

> Marcos
> Some of us are tough enough that we don’t need them.
> Sticks

Izom SS-374
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IZOM CSM-419

The CSM-419 is a large-capacity shotgun intended for law
enforcement and paramilitary organizations that require an edge in
close-quarter battle scenarios. The weapon features advanced sighting
aids as well as an integrated safety system and complete electronic
control of the feed mechanism. The primary action is recoil-operated
to ensure reliability when technomancer threats may be nearby. The
unique Compact Carry® magazines mesh with the weapon’s firmware
and form a portion of the weapon’s rugged structure.
The CSM-419 has recently participated is approval trials for MET2000 and Wuxing Worldwide Shipping. While the results of these trials
have yet to be made public, the inputs received to date has led to product
improvements that will be seen in future production runs. Izom’s continued goal of excellence is visible in all of our products.
Standard Upgrades/Accessories: Advanced Safety (basic),
Ammo Skip System, Safe Target System, Smartgun

IZOM CSM-419 (SHOTGUN)
DAMAGE
7P

6

AP
–1

Izom CSM-419

MODE
SA

RC
—

AMMO
10 (C)

AVAIL
4R

COST
1,700¥

> Is this really technomancer proof? I understand that the mechanism is completely mechanical, but how about the rest?

> Clockwork
> The action might be foolproof against hacking, but with all the other electron>

ics you could just reset the safety or set the ammo skip system to empty the
magazine in a harmless manner.
Puck

> Why would Wuxing test a Renraku weapon for their security teams? Don’t they
have their own manufacturing arm?

> /dev/grrl
> They were tested, but nobody bought many of them. The trials were intended to

>

see if Izom’s electronics would be acceptable in a future platform. They found a
myriad of issues with the feed system; the unique magazine is more a solution
that was looking for a problem than something truly essential.
Black Mamba
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The PHP-131 was developed for smaller shooters who desire the
firepower of a larger handgun but cannot handle the weight and bulk
of such a weapon on a regular basis. The PHP-131 is manufactured
with a modern composite frame using as few heavy components as
possible. Modern construction techniques have also made the weapon
a favorite of protective details, since the gun can pass through simple
metal detectors without issue (we are aware of the complaints of our
protective-services clients about this issue, and we are working to
resolve it to our mutual satisfaction). Users should be aware, however,
that the gun cannot pass through the chemical sniffers and backscatter radar used in modern screening techniques. The weapon is also
equipped with a laser sight as a lightweight aiming aid.
Standard Upgrades/Accessories: Ceramic/Plasteel Components
(Level 1), Laser Sight

IZOM PHP-131 (HEAVY PISTOL)
DAMAGE
5P

AP
–1

MODE
SA

RC
—

AMMO
9 (C)

AVAIL
11F

COST
650¥

IZOM PHP-131

> It’s not that much lighter than a Predator IV. It seems like the whole weight
>

issue in the write-up is just an effort to get someone to pay more for a lesser
pistol.
Riser

> The ability to slip by primitive security is not a bad thing. A lot of minor facili>

ties are not up to snuff on security, and a minor adjustment courtesy of your
resident hacker means your weapon slides through.
Fianchetto

> If your hacker has spoofed the system, why bother with leaving it on at all? They
should be able to let you pass and then rewrite everything.

> Slamm-0!
> The more you change a system, the more people look around afterwards. Subtle
>

changes can look like mis-calibrations or operator error, allowing you repeat
access with minimal risk.
Fianchetto

Izom PHP-131
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